
Welcome from our CEO
Dear Client, 

Industry demand for greater availability of better-performing biocatalysts is one of the most 
significant recent developments in process technology, opening up new markets for biotech 
companies. To fully capitalize on these business opportunities, however, enzyme suppliers 
and users must have the perfect biocatalyst available. 

CComputational enzyme evolution can accelerate your efforts to quickly develop 
enzymes for your market. Our simulations can replace up to 90% of classical experimental 
tests, reducing enzyme discovery & optimization times by 50%. 

ZYMVOL can help you identify enzymes by high-throughput virtual screening and 3D model-
ing, quickly optimizing a given enzyme through physics-based computer simulations. 

Meet ZYMVOL’s innovative method for developing better-performing enzymes. Our clients 
benefit from our high technological standards, time-saving efficiency and customer-friendly 
IP policies:

Short development cycle
Enzyme engineering projects normally take 6-18 months; ZYMVOL performs comprehensive in 
silico enzyme engineering in less than 1 month.

ZYMZYMVOL’s precise simulations yield a success rate of over 75% in enzyme discovery & design 
campaigns. This reduces the need for additional trials and ensures you have the best possible 
biocatalytic process in the shortest possible time. 

Access to technology
We deliver enzymes that match your specific needs, giving you a competitive edge. Whatever 
enzyme property is required, we leverage high-performance computing, software and our 
team’s know-how to achieve successful results and bring your dead-end projects back to life.

Freedom Freedom to operate
ZYMVOL operates on a fee-for-service and success fee basis, with royalty-free business 
models that make it easy to work with us. We offer contracts with tiered IP rights schemes, 
right up to “total freedom to operate,” so our clients can choose the model that best fits their 
needs.  

TTo learn more about ZYMVOL and our technology, please visit www.zymvol.com or request an 
information pack. I would also be delighted to present ZYMVOL to you in person or via web 
conference at your convenience. 

I thank you for your interest and look forward to hearing from you.


